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Large Scale StructureLarge Scale Structure

After these lectures, you should be able to:After these lectures, you should be able to:
•• Describe the matter power spectrumDescribe the matter power spectrum
•• Explain how and why the peak position dependsExplain how and why the peak position depends

onon ΩΩmm

•• Explain the effect of hot dark matter on theExplain the effect of hot dark matter on the
matter power spectrummatter power spectrum

•• Discuss the issues in relating the galaxy andDiscuss the issues in relating the galaxy and
matter power spectramatter power spectra

•• Summarise the latest observations and theirSummarise the latest observations and their
constraints onconstraints on ΩΩmm and the neutrino contentand the neutrino content



InhomogeneitiesInhomogeneities in the Universein the Universe
Summary of relevant comments so far:Summary of relevant comments so far:
•• Quantum fluctuations during inflationQuantum fluctuations during inflation

produceproduce inhomogeneitiesinhomogeneities
•• CMB fluctuations ~ 1 in 100,000CMB fluctuations ~ 1 in 100,000
•• Galaxies today are clumpedGalaxies today are clumped
C hi kiC hi kiCurrent thinking:Current thinking:
•• Gravity amplifies fluctuationsGravity amplifies fluctuations
•• Before recombinationBefore recombination

–– Competing effects of gravity andCompeting effects of gravity and
pressurepressure

•• Laws of physics predict what we seeLaws of physics predict what we see
–– Mainly gravity andMainly gravity and

electromagnetismelectromagnetism
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Computer simulation



Power Spectrum of density fluctuationsPower Spectrum of density fluctuations

CMB experiments

Galaxy Surveys

CMB experiments

SDSS



Match up the FT pairs?Match up the FT pairs?
(i)

(ii)(ii)

(iii)



Physical understanding of thePhysical understanding of the
theoretical predictiontheoretical prediction
IngredientsIngredients
•• Assumption about postAssumption about post--inflationinflation

P(k)P(k)
•• Growth due to gravitationalGrowth due to gravitational

collapsecollapse

log P(k) P(k) / kn

collapsecollapse
•• Plasma oscillationsPlasma oscillations
•• We will see this in the nextWe will see this in the next

lectures…lectures…

•• Inflation predicts P(k)Inflation predicts P(k) // kknn

–– where n~1where n~1
•• Gravitational collapse amplifiesGravitational collapse amplifies

fluctuationsfluctuations Wayne Hu
http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/beginners/introduction.html

log k small
scales

large
scales

http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/beginners/introduction.html


Radiation dominationRadiation domination
•• ~Matter has no gravitational effect~Matter has no gravitational effect
•• There is a length called the JeansThere is a length called the Jeans

length.length.
•• Radiation undergoes acousticRadiation undergoes acoustic oscosc..

O d itiO d iti l tl t

Why is there a peak in P(k) ?Why is there a peak in P(k) ?

l k

log P(k) P(k) / kn

–– OverdensitiesOverdensities on scales greateron scales greater
than the Hubble lengththan the Hubble length
•• don’t oscillate they just growdon’t oscillate they just grow

–– OverdensitiesOverdensities on smaller scales:on smaller scales:
•• oscillate and so don’t growoscillate and so don’t grow

–– The Hubble length increases asThe Hubble length increases as
a function of timea function of time

Today

log k

log k



Why is there a peak in P(k) ?Why is there a peak in P(k) ?

Matter dominationMatter domination
•• ~Radiation has no gravitational~Radiation has no gravitational

effecteffect
•• Dark matter has no pressureDark matter has no pressure

There are no oscillations inThere are no oscillations in Today⇒⇒ There are no oscillations inThere are no oscillations in
the DMthe DM

⇒⇒ OverdensitiesOverdensities on all scaleson all scales
growgrow

y

log k

log P(k)



Newtonian perturtabion theoryNewtonian perturtabion theory

•• On the blackboard!!!On the blackboard!!!

•• And the jeans length!And the jeans length!





The power spectrum P(k)The power spectrum P(k)
•• We predict only statisticalWe predict only statistical

propertiesproperties
–– Quantum fluctuationQuantum fluctuation

origin: can’t say whatorigin: can’t say what
happens where exactlyhappens where exactly

Theoretical prediction

•• Use power spectrum P(k)Use power spectrum P(k)

•• Shape depends onShape depends on
–– ΩΩmm total matter contenttotal matter content
–– HH00, Hubble constant, Hubble constant
–– [[ΩΩbb baryon contentbaryon content
–– ΩΩDEDE dark energy content]dark energy content]



There is a
strange thing in
this plot



Acoustic oscillationsAcoustic oscillations
•• PhotonPhoton--baryon fluidbaryon fluid

–– Gravity pulls together; Pressure pushes apartGravity pulls together; Pressure pushes apart
•• Analogy: mass on springAnalogy: mass on spring

–– Gravity pulls spring down; Spring pulls it back upGravity pulls spring down; Spring pulls it back up
–– Bounces: Frequency depends on k, mBounces: Frequency depends on k, m

•• Three important components:Three important components:
–– PhotonsPhotons
–– Dark matterDark matter
–– BaryonsBaryons

•• Interact with photons via EM and gravityInteract with photons via EM and gravity
•• Interact with DM via gravityInteract with DM via gravity

•• Full calculation requires numerical solutionFull calculation requires numerical solution
~ 1 min of CPU time [See CAMB, CMBFAST, CMBEASY]~ 1 min of CPU time [See CAMB, CMBFAST, CMBEASY]



Sound waves:Sound waves:
After recombination:
• Universe is neutral.
• Photons can travel freely past the

baryons.
• Phase of oscillation at trec affects

late-time amplitude.

Before recombination:
• Universe is ionized.
• Photons provide enormous

pressure and restoring force.
• Perturbations oscillate as

acoustic waves.

• Waves are frozen

Eisenstein

Wayne Hu



Looking back in time in the Universe

FLAT GEOMETRYCREDIT: WMAP & SDSS websites



Looking back in time in the Universe

CLOSED GEOMETRY



Looking back in time in the Universe

CREDIT: WMAP & SDSS websites



WMAP & SDSSWMAP & SDSS
fourrierfourrier spacespace

Percival et al. 06



Hot dark matterHot dark matter

•• e.g. neutrinose.g. neutrinos
•• Move quicklyMove quickly

⇒⇒ can’t cluster on small scalescan’t cluster on small scales

•• On largest scales gravity causes collapseOn largest scales gravity causes collapse
–– too far for neutrinos to travel to wash outtoo far for neutrinos to travel to wash out

the fluctuationthe fluctuation

•• Effect on the matter power spectrum:Effect on the matter power spectrum:



Neutrino PhysicsNeutrino Physics –– Mass hierarchiesMass hierarchies

Neutrinos Oscillate

Which means they
have mass
2 possible hierarchies
given neutrino data:

l d i t dnormal and inverted

2 possible scenarios:

Quasi-degenerate or non-
degenerate spectrum



Neutrinos as Dark MatterNeutrinos as Dark Matter

• Neutrinos are natural DM candidates

• They stream freely until non-relativistic (collisionless
phase mixing) Neutrinos are HOT Dark Matter
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phase mixing) Neutrinos are HOT Dark Matter

• First structures to be formed when Universe became
matter -dominated

• Ruled out by structure formation CDM
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Three observable:
(i) overall damping of

Neutrino PhysicsNeutrino Physics -- LSSLSS

Colombi, Dodelson, & Widrow 1995

the power
spectrum at small
scales

(ii) Scale where this
damping occur

(iii) Growth of
structure

k > knr = 0.026 (mν /1 eV)1/2 Ωm
1/2 h/Mpc



Three observable:
(i) overall damping of

Neutrino PhysicsNeutrino Physics -- LSSLSS

Colombi, Dodelson, & Widrow 1995

the power
spectrum at small
scales

(ii) Scale where this
damping occur

(iii) Growth of
structure

k > knr = 0.026 (mν /1 eV)1/2 Ωm
1/2 h/Mpc

In principle we can we distinguish between cases with
N neutrinos with
mass M and N/2 neutrinos with mass 2M.



Observed galaxy power spectrum (data points)Observed galaxy power spectrum (data points)

Angle averaged Fourier
transform of galaxy
density distribution



Observed galaxy power spectrum (data points)Observed galaxy power spectrum (data points)



Galaxy formationGalaxy formation
•• Predicting galaxy distribution is difficultPredicting galaxy distribution is difficult

–– Requires simulating supernovae, AGNRequires simulating supernovae, AGN
•• These problems have not been solvedThese problems have not been solved
•• The simulations are very simpleThe simulations are very simple

–– Contain only dark matter!Contain only dark matter!
•• How does the distribution of dark matter relate to theHow does the distribution of dark matter relate to the

distribution of galaxies?distribution of galaxies?
–– Called “bias”Called “bias”

•• Analogy: Does the distribution of light on earth reflect theAnalogy: Does the distribution of light on earth reflect the
population density?population density?

•• Cosmologists assume PCosmologists assume Pgg(k) = b(k) P(k) = b(k) PDMDM(k)(k)
–– where b ~ constant on large scaleswhere b ~ constant on large scales



http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap001127.html
Credit: C. Mayhew & R. Simmon (NASA/GSFC), NOAA/ NGDC, DMSP Digital Archive

http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/image/0011/earthlights2_dmsp_big.jpg
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/dmsp/dmsp.html
http://web.ngdc.noaa.gov/ngdc.html
http://www.noaa.gov/
http://www.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://www.nasa.gov/
mailto:simmon@climate.gsfc.nasa.gov
http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap001127.html


ResultsResults

•• What did we learn from theWhat did we learn from the
2dFGRS?2dFGRS?

•• ΩΩmm h = 0.17 +/h = 0.17 +/-- 0.020.02
assuming h=0.72assuming h=0.72

Cole et al. astro-ph/0501174

assuming h 0.72assuming h 0.72
•• SoSo ΩΩmm = 0.24 +/= 0.24 +/-- 0.030.03
•• Neutrinos cannot be the allNeutrinos cannot be the all

the dark matter:the dark matter:
–– ΩΩνν //ΩΩmm < 0.16< 0.16

•• Similar results from SDSSSimilar results from SDSS



END for now!!!END for now!!!
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